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Michelin regional maps each contain practical road and route information. Special Michelin

reads-like-a-book format for easy use in folding and unfolding. Useful information for planning trips,

including gas stations, 24-hour service stations, toll gates, rest areas and service plazas. Clear,

precise cartography. Icons pinpoint important travel information.
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It is a lot larger than I originally thought but it is very detailed. I bought this to plan a future trip and to

see distances are from places we would like to travel. It does fold up nicely. You can store it in a

purse, backpack.. anything for traveling. I look forward to posting this up on the wall. I would

recommend this to anyone looking for a large map of the whole area of Scotland and surrounding

areas.

We purchased this map for a trip to Scotland in which we planned to rent a car and drive the

highlands. The good news is that the map is very detailed. The downside is that, unfolded, it is

huge; too cumbersome to use while navigating in a car. We ended up purchasing the spiral-bound

Michelin "Great Britain & Ireland Road Atlas". We used the large map to trace out our planned route

then transferred that route to the individual pages of the road atlas. In the road atlas alone, it is kind

of challenging to get the "big picture" so using the two resources in concert worked great.

I sent for a map for our trip to Scotland.While this map has all the locations it is



MASSIVE!!!!!!!!!!!!when open it is over 7 feet by 3 or more feet wide. I wish I would have gotten a

different one. I will have to cut this one up in 6 pieces just to be able to use it in the car!!!!!!!!

Excellent and detailed map for navigating around Scotland. It is quite large but folds nicely. I find it

particularly helpful in planning our trip.

This is an excellent planning map. While it obviously lacks much finer detail as is to be expected

with an overview map, and is fairly large, needing a good sized table when fully opened (not

something to try in a car), it proved very helpful in planning our trip. It provides nice coverage into

Northumberland and far northern England (down to the level of Stockton, UK).

This map was really more helpful planning my trip than when I was actually on my trip. It's very

detailed, but the size makes it inconvenient to whip out and look at. I used it a lot planning at home

before I left, and took it with me just in case. I would buy another one just because its a good

detailed map, but forget about looking at it in a car, you need a floor or a bed to open it up all the

way.

great large map! we used it to plan our castle tour of Scotland using sticky flags. It folds up so

nicely, that you can open just a portion in the car or wherever and it is a manageable size (maybe

2-3 ft wide by 1 ft high)

This map was given to a client who will be in Scotland for the next two weeks. The map allowed us

to outline the travels throughout Scotland. I will know better how effective this map was when the

clients return; however, from my experience with Michlein maps I do not anticipate any problems.
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